Traditional Gemstone Properties
Agates: Balancing physical, emotional, intellectual and spiritual energies; perceptiveness, strength, inspiration,
awakens talents, gives security and protection.
Amazonite: Success, joy, self-expression, awakening heart, soothing, harmony, balancing.
Amber: Soothing, calming, cleansing.
Amethyst: Contentment, spirituality, dreams, healing, peace, happiness, love, intuition.
Ametrine: Intellectual stimulation, attunement, releasing, dispelling tension, connecting.
Apatite: Intellect, achieving results, healing, insight, humanitarianism, meditation, balance, creativity.
Aquamarine: Courage, puriﬁcation, peace, intuition, self-expression, balance, preparedness.
Aventurine: Healing, money, mental agility, visual acuity, peace, opening heart, motivation, leadership.
Azurite: Intuitive energy, dreams, healing, insight, stilling the mind, concentration, self transformation.
Bloodstone: Courage, intense healing, renewal, strength, victory, intuitive decision making.
Beryl: Symbolizes protection, strengthen the belief in God, protect marital feelings and love.
Breckzien jasper: Ensures a happy marriage because it encourages eternal love and ﬁdelity.
Calcite: Puriﬁcation, peace, calming, memory, awareness, appreciation of nature.
Carnelian: Precision, analytical capabilities, physical energy, verbal skill, peace, spirituality.
Celestite: Verbal skill, healing, compassion, calming, growth, intuition, hope.
Chalcedony: Promotes nurture and mental stability. Good for yin/yang balance, stress, and irritability.
CHRYSOBERYL: Protects against evil eye and black magic, symbolizes goodness and promotes tolerance and 		
		

harmony.

CHRYSOCOLLA: Easing heartache, stamina, wisdom, peace, love, communication, vitality, inner strength.
CHRYSOPRASE: Balancing male-female energy, love, grace, compassion, clemency, personal growth.
CITRINE: Intuition, comfort, protection, creativity, physical energy, wealth, mental awakening.
CORAL: Diplomacy, quieting emotions, visualization, symbolizes joy and happiness.
CRYSTAL: Reﬂects all light, energize and provides energy and balance.
CRYSTAL QUARTZ: Intensifying energy, spiritual development, healing, raising consciousness.
Diamond: Courage, strength, healing, protection, spirituality, mental abilities.
Dumortierite: Self-reliance, stamina, patience, recognition of potential, understanding, communication of
		

ideas.

Emerald: Love, domestic bliss, sensitivity, loyalty, memory, mental capacity, harmony, focus, eliminating 		
negatiity.
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Falcon’s eye: Symbolizes attentiveness, promotes cheerfulness, protects from evil.
Fire Agate: Increases courage, self-confidence, and energy.
Fluorite: Stability, impartial reasoning, responsibility, concentration, health.
Fossil Stone: Accomplishments, improvement of one’s environment, communication, innovation.
Garnet: Health, removing negativity, awareness, commitment, regeneration, order, insight.
Hematite: Mental attunement, memory, calming, balance, focusing energy and emotions, peace, inner
		

happiness, transforming negativity.

Howlite: Calming stone. Awareness, calm, emotional expression, observation, patience, eliminating negativity.
Iolite: Intuition, spiritual growth, healing, balance, releasing discord, awakening to inner knowledge.
Jade: Fidelity, dreams, realization of potential, peace, accord, resourcefulness, accomplishment.
Jasper: Protection, nurturing, joy, awareness; balancing of physical, emotional, intellectual and spiritual energies.
Labradorite: Alignment, spiritual connection, transformation, clarity, peace, progression, discernment.
Lapis Lazuli: Wisdom, intuition, awareness, objectivity, clarity, creativity, expanded consciousness, dreams,
		

purity, courage, serenity.

Lava Rock: Useful for those who are indecisive, can also help develop stronger ties with the earth, because it
		

was once an element from fire.

Lepidolite: Hope, stress reduction, birth, peace, spirituality, physical strength, luck, protection, emotional bal		

ance.

Magnesite: Assist in creative visualization, help bring peace in meditation and stimulate passion.
Malachite: Transformation, insight, clarifying emotions, ﬁdelity, loyalty, practicality.
Marble: Charitable actions, original thinking, alleviation of sorrow.
Moonstone: Introspection, reﬂection, beginnings, insight, tenderness, harmony, peace, travel.
Mother of Pearl: Mental clarity, intuition, sensitivity, imagination, adaptability, cooperation.
Obsidian: Clarity, deﬂecting negativity, protection, healing.
Olivine: Symbolizes cheerfulness and promotes friendship, creates inner harmony.
Onyx: Self-control, decision making, intuition, recognition of personal strengths. Good protective stone, keeps
away general negativity.
Opal: Creativity, spontaneity, relationships, memory, happy dreams and changes.
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Pearl: Great for emotional balance. Purity, faith, charity, innocence, integrity, focus, wisdom, spirituality,
sincerity, fertility.
Peridot: Warmth, friendliness, understanding, openness in love and relationships, regulation of cycles.
Prasiolite: Good for connection to nature, looking deeper into yourself, reaching inner depths, and inner core.
Pyrite: Defense, prevention, protection from negativity, physical wholeness, memory.
Quartz: Known as the “master healer” and will amplify energy and thought.
Rhodocrosite: Love, emotional balance, cleansing, renewal, relaxation, expansion of consciousness.
Rhodonite: Peace, generosity, attention to details.
Rhyolite: Change, variety, progress, creativity, transcending barriers.
Rock crystal: Removes mental blocks and promotes a sense of justice. Used to achieve enlightenment.
Rose Quartz: Love, peace, happiness, gentleness, healing emotional wounds.
Ruby: Nurturing, spiritual wisdom, attainment of values, economic stability, protection from distress.
Sapphire: Joy, peace, beauty, intuition, prosperity, fulﬁllment of dreams.
Smoky Quartz: Dissolving emotional blockage, clearing the mind, cooperation, personal pride, joy in living,
		

attentiveness to the moment, protection.

Sodalite: Wisdom, logic, calmness, healing, stress reduction, companionship, self-esteem.
Sunstone: Alleviating fears, energizing, cleansing.
Tanzanite: Communication, intuition, protection, symmetry, decision-making, spirituality.
Tiger’s Eye: Practicality, peacefulness, clarity, intelligence, intuition, new experiences, ﬁnancial stability,
calmness, willpower, releasing inhibitions.
Tiger Iron: Artistic endeavors, beauty, vitality.
Topaz: True love, success in endeavors, understanding of interrelationships, expression of ideas, trust, health, 		
personal expansion and growth.
Tourmaline: Energizing, soul-searching, releasing.
Turquoise: Healing stone. Spiritual attunement, cleansing, healing, protection, valor, soothing, peace of mind,
		

guidance through the unknown, romantic spontaneity.

Unakite: Balance, re-birth, foresight, emotional balance.
Zoisite: Dispelling laziness, facilitating advancement.
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COLORS
Green - Growth, fruitfulness and renewal, traditional, trustworthy, balanced life, self-respect and well being.
Yellow - Traditional, wisdom, intellectual energy, trustworthy, balanced, cheer, hope and vitality, sunny
disposition, joyful and young at heart.
Blue - Spirituality, cleanliness and tranquility, credible, conﬁdent, dependable
Deep Blue red - Similar to red but far less obvious
Light Blue - Spirituality, cleanliness and serenity
Red - Warmth, excitement and passion, sexy, speedy, action, confidence, high energy and dynamic
Purple - Spirituality, mysticism and creativity, creative, individualistic, original
Gold - Intelligent, warm, loves comfort and will pay for it
Neutral Gray - Sober, corporate, practical, pragmatic
White - Fastidious, purity and cleanliness
Black - Empowerment, not easily manipulated, loves elegance, self-control, resilience and appreciates classics
Silver - Elegant, loves futuristic looks, cool
Taupe - Timeless, basic and simple tastes
Brown - Down to earth, no nonsense, order and convention.
Orange - Energy and excitement, endurance, vitality, fun loving, talkative, ﬁckle and trendy
Pink - Love and beauty. Pink is the color of universal love.
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Astrological Colors, Gemstones, & Metals
Sign		

Traditional Gemstone

Modern Gemstone

Color		

Capricorn

Garnet				

Garnet		

Black & White

Aquarius

Amethyst				

Amethyst		

Electric Blue

Pisces

Bloodstone

Aquamarine

Soft Azure/ Light Blue

Silver

Aries

Diamond				

Diamond			

Red/Orange		

Gold, Bronze

Deep Yellow 				
to sand Brown

Gold, Silver, Copper

Emerald				
Emerald
												
Taurus

Metals
		
			

Gold, Silver
All Metals

Gemini

Alexandrite				

Pearl, Moonstone			

Violet					

Gold, Silver

Cancer

Ruby					

Ruby				

Green					

Silver

Leo		

Sardonyx				

Peridot				

Gold					

Gold

Virgo

Sapphire				

Sapphire				

Purple, Deep Royal Blue		

Gold

Libra		

Tourmaline				

Opal, Tourmaline			

Light yellow/Pink			

All Metals

Scorpio

Citrine				

Citrine, Topaz			

Crimson				

Gold, Silver

Sagittarius Turquoise				

Blue Topaz, 			

Turquoise Blue-Green		

Gold, Silver, Cooper
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CHAKRAHS
CHAKRAH

LOCATION 			

ASSOCIATION		

GEMSTONE		

Crown		

Top of the head			
							

Spirituality		

Amethyst 			

A		
Center of the forehead		
								

Mind, Ideas, Thoughts
Dreams, Psychic Abilities

Lapis Lazuli

Communication

Blue Lace Agate

Heart
Center of the chest			
								

Safety, Trust, Risk Taking
Love

Malachite

Solar Plexus

Behind the soft cartilage		
			
at the bottom of the Breast Bone
								

Personal power,		
Citrine				
Emottional power,
Physical Center				

Sacral		

Below the belly button		
								

Connect to other people,
creativiy, and energy storage

Carnilian				

Ruby		
Base of the spine			
								
								

Survival, Health, Abundance
Connection to the earth,
Moving forward in life

Red Jasper			

Brow

Throat

Base

Center of the throat
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